I hope that our Thumpers trial
doesn’t get the reputation for being
run under monsoon conditions!
Didn’t it rain!!??!! A great big
thankyou to all the observers and
helpers who braved the conditions
without relinquishing your posts.
Do you remember the previous
occasion that we had RAIN? Bures
when we had to reduce the number of
laps - I was riding that day and it
really was the Battle of Bures/Somme.
From what I have heard, both on
the day and by telephone since, I
think that it can go down as one of the
most enjoyable Thumpers even
though it became quite difficult after
the rain. So far the only criticism (and
that wasn’t said as criticism) was that
the hard route was a bit tight for the
pre units in places.
Oh, I did get one complaint from
an occasional sidecarist (in trials that
is) that he was well and truly cream
crackered for most of the following
week. Something to do with fitness or
the lack of it I guess.
Didn’t they do well! Yes, this was
in the hands of Chris Mace and Chris
Cook with Karen Mace ‘learning the
ropes’ from Tracey so that she takes
over the Secretarial duties next year.
Sadly I wasn’t able to get around
too many sections as my mobility
really has taken a hard knock in
recent times but what I saw I enjoyed
and so did all the competitors I talked
to.
Christmas must be getting nearer!
Boxford regs are included with your
magazine - this event as usual is

organised by the ACTC and I believe
that the Boxford chapter of the EFA
are hard at work looking for, and
preparing, sections in the Scouts land.
Please make sure you follow any or all
instructions regarding parking and
out of bounds riding areas.

Steve Monk - Unit winner
Mike Harden and his merry men
are organising two ‘happenings’
during December - a Plonkaround at
Raydon, and a Plonkers trial at
Snaque Pit. More details can be found
on the following pages.
It was very remiss of me in last
months magazine to fail to mention
Russell Smith. As many of you will be
aware Russell had a coming together
which has resulted in him becoming

Quotes Taken from Performance Evaluations:
“If brains were taxed, he’d get a rebate.”
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The December Plonkaround
Raydon Pit, Wades Lane, Raydon, Suffolk (Grid Ref TM043389)
Saturday 12th December 2009
Gates will be open at noon.
Trials practise for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths/Juniors • Twin Shock sidecars

email: mikeharden@mypostoffice.co.uk

paralysed and is now in Stoke
Mandeville hospital. At the recent
Snaque Pit trial a sum of money was
raised to help Russell and his wife in
these times of need. I am pleased to
report that the club has made up the
amount donated to £200 and we were
privileged to have Russells wife attend
the October club nite to receive the
donation.
If you have anything to go into the
January edition then please could you
take good note of the notice below. I
shall have to get the January edition
done and printed by 21st December so I must have any articles, regs etc by
15th December at the latest.
Have included an article from
Mark Wilson and Garry Plummer

regarding their exploits (and those of
Joe Stollery) over the last couple of
years. I must admit that I haven’t been
able to track down the YouTube
footage referred to but did find dozens
of clips of MCC events on a Spanish
video site - mostly cars but not all by
any means - just Google Exeter Trial
and see what comes up.
I didn’t realise how uneven our
pavements were until using the
eScooter - the narrow track really
does emphasise the problem. Must try
and go slower over the rough bits!
Happy Christmas,

Jim

IMPORTANT - Please Note:
The closing date by which all articles and adverts to be included in the January ‘10
issue of Trials & Tribulations should reach the editorial office is December 15th.
Items received after that date may not be included in the January edition.
Material for inclusion in the magazine may be supplied in the following forms:
handwritten • typed • computer hard copy • fax • email • floppy disc
If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst
articles supplied on floppy disc or sent via email should preferably be saved in text
or RTF format.
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There was an elderly man who wanted to make his younger wife pregnant.
So, he went to the doctor to have a sperm count done. The doctor told him to
take a specimen cup home, fill it, and bring it back the next day.
The elderly man came back the next day and the specimen cup was empty
and the lid was on it.
Doctor: What was the problem?
Elderly man: Well, I tried with my right hand . . . nothing.
So, I tried with my left hand . . . nothing.
My wife tried with her right hand . . . nothing.
Her left hand . . . nothing. Her mouth . . . nothing.
Then my wife's friend tried. Right hand, left hand, mouth . . . . still nothing.
Doctor: Wait a minute. You mean your wife's friend too?!
Elderly man: Yeah, and we still couldn't get the lid off of the specimen cup.
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Life in the Australian Army...
Text of a letter from a kid from Eromanga to Mum and
Dad. (For those of you not in the know, Eromanga is a
small town, west of Quilpie in the far south west of
Queensland)

Dear Mum and Dad,
I am well. Hope youse are too. Tell me big brothers Doug and Phil that the
Army is better than workin' on the station - tell them to get in bloody quick smart
before the jobs are all gone! I wuz a bit slow in settling down at first, because ya
don't hafta get outta bed until 6am. But I like sleeping in now, cuz all ya gotta do
before brekky is make ya bed and shine ya boots and clean ya uniform. No bloody
horses to get in, no calves to feed, no troughs to clean - nothin'!! Ya haz gotta
shower though, but its not so bad, coz there's lotsa hot water and even a light to see
what ya doing!
At brekky ya get cereal, fruit and eggs but there's no kangaroo steaks or goanna
stew like wot Mum makes. You don't get fed again until noon and by that time all
the city boys are buggered because we've been on a 'route march' - geez its only just
like walking to the windmill in the bullock paddock!!
This one will kill me brothers Doug and Phil with laughter. I keep getting
medals for shootin' - dunno why. The bullseye is as big as a bloody dingo's arse and
it don't move and it's not firing back at ya like the Johnsons did when our big
scrubber bull got into their prize cows before the Ekka last year! All ya gotta do is
make yourself comfortable and hit the target - it's a piece of piss!! You don't even
load your own cartridges, they comes in little boxes, and ya don't have to steady
yourself against the rollbar of the roo shooting truck when you reload!
Sometimes ya gotta wrestle with the city boys and I gotta be real careful coz they
break easy - it's not like fighting with Doug and Phil and Jack and Boori and
Steve and Muzza all at once like we do at home after the muster.
Turns out I'm not a bad boxer either and it looks like I'm the best the platoon's
got, and I've only been beaten by this one bloke from the Engineers - he's 6 foot 5
and 15 stone and three pick handles across the shoulders and as ya know I'm only
5 foot 7 and eight stone wringin' wet, but I fought him till the other blokes carried
me off to the boozer.
I can't complain about the Army - tell the boys to get in quick before word gets
around how bloody good it is.
Your loving daughter,
Sheila
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Plonkers Trial
Sunday 27th December 2009

Snaque Pit, Belchamp, Nr Sudbury
Start at 11:00 am
Entries accepted on the day
A Trial for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths/Juniors • Twin Shock sidecars

email: mikeharden@mypostoffice.co.uk

Trevor Hill - bum well back!

Bumper Stickers
The reason men lie is because women ask so many questions.
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More than Expected . . .
The little Cotton was anxious to find a less heavy handed rider and placed a
wanted ad in the newspaper. Anything would do, anything that would allow the
Minarelli motor to redeem itself and rev some more.
It found its way to Brantham where lived a man who knew a man who could
make a bigger better boss for the thrice errant flywheel and a deal was struck.
And everyone was happy, except the blacksmith who lived opposite, the motor
was repaired and the bike competed again but was not kept for long because
the new rider found he preferred fishing after all. In the meantime the second
Bultaco had appeared, you know, the one that kept fouling the plug. Then an
unsettled Ossa appeared from afar, it did not like the South Midland centre
and wanted to trade places. And so it was that the sweaty plastic clad rider
went from Expert to Ossa in a very short space of time, Be careful how you
read that sentence.
The Ossa took to the Eastern Centre straight away. Earlier Ossas within the
club had been shown to work well on the dry slopes of Raydon sandpit and
were claimed to actually stop and restart without declutching. All to do with
that spring loaded shock absorber on the crankshaft they said and the new
Motoplat electronic ignition.

Anyway the bike found its way all round the Centre without a tickover and
the heavy flywheel damped out most of the riders mistakes and over
exuberance. When it was time to go to Kelvedon Hatch the bike was so eager it
insisted that the entry form be posted immediately. These were the days when
hard pressed secretaries would issue riding numbers in order of receipt. Also
riders were started at one minute intervals too. That must have been a
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hangover from road going trials and served little purpose
for one plot events. At the drop of the flag, yes really,
t'Ossa set off and barely stopped. It stopped only for
the merest glance at each section and was through as
soon as the observer was in place. As the rain started
t'Ossa was beginning the third lap and things became
more slippery. With no further need to check the
sections t'Ossa began to enjoy showing the way to those
riders still on their first lap and it did go well, very well. At
the end of the fourth lap it came steaming into the car park, just as rider 120
was setting off. For the first time that is..
Was it a win? You bet it was because it never happened again, nor will it
now, so it has to be recorded as that one special flukey win!
Subsequent debate went as far as the Competitions Commitee and the
rules got changed, no more "in order of receipt" and a ballot would have to be
made.. This of course meant more work for the organisers and was not really
to their advantage in those pre laptop days.
Later that season t'Ossa went to a trial at the appropriately named
Fordham. Towards the end of the day at the penultimate section it was
confronted with what looked like a pond to cross and the banks were littered
with drowned Bultacos and such. Many had their carburettors removed and
some were upside down having their crankcases pumped out. T'Ossa decided
to miss out that section and tackle the last section first if you see what I mean.
So far so good but deliberately missing a section was bad form wasn't it?
After due consideration it was decided to take advantage of that heavy
flywheel and use all those lovely revs to attempt a crossing with the throttle
closed . . .
So fully wound up and with adrenalin pumping t'Ossa entered the pond at
about 20 knots and with no throttle coasted about nearly across without
mishap. As it became obvious that more energy would be required the
misguided rider opened the throttle. It was like an emergency stop, Bang, a full
hydraulic lock in the crankcase stopped the bike dead and stretched the big
end about twenty thou out of round. Five minutes later the Centre champ
entered the pond at about half a knot and with minimum revs trickled across
and out without penalty or damage.... Well he was the Champ.
Other bikes will come and go as others have done but if this Ossa should
come again it will come to stay. It probably has more sense . . . .

Uno Hoo

CREATIVE PUNS FOR "EDUCATED MINDS"

A grenade thrown into a kitchen in
France would result in Linoleum
Blownapart.
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Yet another Thumpers, the 29th, over and done with (subject of course to
any protests we may receive). Of course, this year both marked the beginning of
a new era and the end of an era. Yes, this year we had two new Clerks of the
Course in Chris Mace and Chris Cook. Personally I feel they have started their
tenure very well. The marks taken, helped in no small way I suppose by the
weather, were just about right without taking too many from those towards the
backs of their classes. It is the end of an era since this was my last as
Secretary.
Thankfully the weather was a little better than that of last year but I'm sure
we could have done without the downpour in the afternoon. At the time I was in
the signing-on cabin with three others so have no personal experience of what it
was like but it both looked and sounded horrendous. From what I have been
told it changed the whole nature of the sections somewhat. Thankfully it was
only short and sharp and I hope it didn't spoil your enjoyment of the trial. For
Jim and myself I can’t say we saw too much at all as, due purely to Jim's
medical problems, we didn't get round to seeing as much as we would liked. A
big disappointment I know to us both but there we are - c’est la vie as they say
in la belle France. In spite of the rain, however, both Jim and I hope you all
had a good day and enjoyed your rides.

Alan Cox - 250 Panther - a very rare beast
After last year's event, the aim this year was to put on a little bit easier trial
than last year which was perhaps the hard of the 18 years I've been Secretary.
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Looking at the results, it would appear our aim was achieved - in spite of the
rain! Perhaps the Clerks of the Course took the weather forcast into account
when laying out the sections - I really don't know. Whatever, the results would
appear to be just about ideal. My congratulations to the sections layers.
As you will all have read in the results, subject to any protests, the results
become final 14 days from the day after they are sent out which was Tuesday,
24th November 2009. Therefore, subject to any protests, the results will
become final on Wednesday, 9th December 2009 and anyone wishing to submit
a protest must have done so by then otherwise it will be too late.
As many of you are aware, this Thumpers was my final event as Secretary
and if I may I’d like to say a big thank you to all riders who have entered over
the years for the way they have helped me. This is particularly true during the
hectic process of signing everyone on. As I’m sure you are aware, it IS a VERY
hectic time and could quite easily lead to hassle. However, over the years all
riders have been very understanding and helpful in the way they have been
patient and that in turn has helped me a very great deal resulting in very little
hassle during the 18 years I’ve been Secretary. I trust you will be just as
understanding with the my successor. I hope she enjoys them as much as I
have.
As you should all be aware, my successor is Karen Mace, Chris's wife. She
was with me in the signing-on cabin at the Thumpers and having had a chance
of talking fairly extensively about the job, I'm sure she'll make an excellent
Secretary and I ask you all to do your utmost to help Karen in the same way
you helped me. Yes, I'm sure she'll make changes to the way I've done things
but then that is to be accepted and expected. Nevertheless, I'm sure she'll do an
excellent job of it and your co-operation will, I'm sure, be appreciated. I wish
Karen all the very best in the job she has taken on and she knows I'm only on
the end of the phone should she need any help or assistance.
Hopefully you won't be getting rid of me entirely. We shall be making a point
of getting to the Thumpers but what time we get there and how long we are
there remains to be seen. With Jim's health apparently deteriorating, he is able
to get around very little these days. He runs out of breath very quickly since his
last stint in hospital (in Benidorm) the reason for which seemingly caused
more damage to already damaged lungs. Still we shall make the effort at future
events.
Finally may I wish you all, riders, officials and spectators alike, all the very
best in your endeavours in the future. No doubt we shall see some of you
around and about from time to time - and we will of course be coming to
clubnights.
All the best

Tracey
Thumpers photographs by Rob Fleet - www.motorbike trials.com
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Additional contact details:
Kelly at BB Embroidery, Brookfield, Tey Road, Earls Colne, Essex, CO6 2LQ
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Letter of recommendation
Trevor , my assistant programmer, can always be found
hard at work in his cubicle. Trevor works independently, without
wasting company time talking to colleagues. Trevor never
thinks twice about assisting fellow employees, and he always
finishes given assignments on time. Often he takes extended
measures to complete his work, sometimes skipping coffee
breaks. Trevor is a dedicated individual who has absolutely no
vanity in spite of his high accomplishments and profound
knowledge in his field.. I firmly believe that Trevor can be
classed as a high-calibre employee, the type that cannot be
dispensed with. Consequently, I truly recommend that Trevor be
promoted to executive management, and a proposal will be
executed as soon as possible.

Addendum. . . . . .
The idiot was standing over my shoulder while I wrote this report.
Kindly re-read only the odd numbered lines.

Cowboy at the Pearly Gates
A cowboy appeared before St. Peter at the Pearly Gates.
‘Have you ever done anything of particular merit?’ St. Peter asked.
‘Well, I can think of one thing’ the cowboy offered.
‘On a trip to the Black Hills out in South Dakota , I came upon a gang of
bikers, who were threatening a young woman.
I directed them to leave her alone, but they wouldn't listen..
So, I approached the largest and most heavily tattooed biker and smacked
him in his face . . .’
Kicked his bike over, ripped out his nose ring, and threw it on the ground. I
yelled, ‘Now, back off!! Or I'll kick the sh*t out of all of you!’
St. Peter was impressed, ‘When did this happen?’
‘Just a couple of minutes ago . . .’
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What's brown and sweet and glides around an ice rink?
What do you call a short sighted dinosaur?
What do you call a man with brown paper trousers?
What do you call a man with a pole through his leg?
Why would you invite a mushroom to a Christmas party?
Why was Santa's little helper feeling depressed?
.
Who was England's first chiropodist?
Why should husbands make the early morning tea for their wives?
What's the longest word in the English language?
What is Santa's favourite pizza?
On which side do chickens have the most feathers?
What kind of paper likes music?
What do you call a woman who stands between two goal posts?
Did you hear about the man who bought a paper shop?
What's furry and minty?
How do snowmen get around?
Who hides in the bakery at Christmas?
What do you call a penguin in the Sahara desert?
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The Motor Cycling Club Trials
This is the fourth year of us contesting these long distance
trials.
Most people know about our first effort, when our failure to understand the
24 hour clock resulted in us missing the start by 24 hours.
During the first two years we campaigned a BMW R1007 with two different
sidecars.
The first was a Watsonian Palma with a notorious Dalek front, this proved
to be too wide, heavy and was fitted with a Mini wheel which caused too much
drag. We did manage to get the outfit to the top of the final section of The
Lands End trial. The Dalek was superseded by a home (shed) made sidecar,
many hours, lengths of tube and a pipe bender later the new sidecar appeared.
Narrower, lighter and complete with Wasp moto cross wheel and swinging
arm.
This proved to be more suitable for the events, we achieved a Bronze Medal
in the 2007 Lands End trial. Ultimately the BMW proved to be too heavy and
lacked suspension travel, but in true BMW style was reliable. We sold the BMW
to an airline pilot, despite what he did for his living he did not have much
mechanical sympathy (rather worrying if you fly Easyjet) he did break several
parts including the “bomb proof” low ratio final drive!! We think he has now
sold it on, to a good home!
The next purchase was a Yamaha XT600, after more hours, tubing,
midnight oil and a pipe bender another sidecar emerged. This time with light
weight plastic panels, a smaller seat to suit the small passenger, a sidecar
wheel brake and “bread bin” for tools and tuck.

BOYS - GET A GRIP!
The fabulous IRC Trials Tyres
Now Available
400 x 18 (tubeless)
£65 no VAT
400 x 18 (tube type)
£67 no VAT

Tel:

DOUG THEOBALD
07767 794749
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The new sidecar worked well straight from the shed as you would expect
with this much practise. The soft long travel suspension works well on the
rocky ruts but a little vague on the road.
The Yamaha’s first trial in anger was the 2008 Edinburgh Trial, we
achieved a Silver medal, and this means we only had one fault throughout the
200 mile event.
Our next outing was the 2008 Exeter Trial, this is a very good event and
includes the infamous hill “Simms” For the first time we romped to the top of
Simms, and it seemed easy this time. The remainder of the trial wasn’t so
successful so we did not receive a medal this time.
Three months later we entered the 2008 Lands End trial, we completed
150 miles of the 350, but were plagued with punctures which finally caused
our retirement. This meant an early alarm call for our driver Dave Clark,
dragging him from his hotel bed at 6.00 am and explaining our remote village
location some 80 miles away and in the opposite direction to the finish, he
collected us and then returned to Cornwall to a sunny bay near Perranporth,
we were pleased to see Joe Stollery finish another trial with a gold medal.
We investigated our repeated punctures, to find the security bolt plate
chaffing through the tubes, a modified bolt has solved the problem.
The next event is at the other end of the year in October, the 2008
Edinburgh Trial, this is held in Derbyshire in and around the Peak District.
We managed to gain a silver medal, one foot away from a gold.
The start of the New Year brings the Exeter trial, in January. It was very
very cold, we had freezing fog on our visors, we chose to wear a full face helmet
which was a good decision. We were warned that there was ice on many of the
minor roads and tracks – they were not exaggerating, it was an ice rink in
places. How on earth Joe Stollery held his R.E. Constellation upright in those
conditions to achieve another gold is amazing.
Despite the weather Simms was quite friendly this year, we flew up it
without any problems. Looking at a You Tube clip, there appears to be dust
flicking up from our tyre.
We managed another silver, still not achieved that elusive gold medal.

Humphrey Lyttelton was famous for his deadpan delivery of
outrageous double entendres on I'm Sorry I Haven't A Clue.
Most featured the erotic escapades of the show's
fictitious scorer, Samantha.
Here is one of the funniest - printable - examples:
- Samantha's just started keeping bees and already has three
dozen or so. She says she's got an expert handler coming
round to give a demonstration. He'll carefully take out her 38
bees and soon have them flying round his head.
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Back to Cornwall for another Lands End trial in January 2009. This is the
longest of the three trials, we start on the edge of Bodmin Moor on the A30
beyond Launceston. There is a choice of start points all approx 100 miles from
the start proper near Bridgewater. The route heads towards the coast at
Minehead then the sections bring you inland to Exmoor then back to the coast,
along the coast, then on to Bodmin Moor. Over the moor heading south west
still further, the last two sections are on a cliff face of a disused tin mine,
looking out to the Atlantic, this is a spectacular location especially on good
day. The first of the two sections is very short with a suspiciously wet area to
make the steep turning exit more difficult, the second is a long steep headland
track with a sharp turn at the top. These two sections attract several hundred
spectators if the weather is kind.
To date the Yamaha hasn’t made it this far, last year the punctures and this
year we had complete electrical failure stopping us before we reached
Bridgewater. Unfortunately Joe also suffered electrical problems, putting us all
out before we had got started. So this time no sleep at all for Dave Clark, just
finished his cocoa then the dreaded phone rang.
Several months later, both bikes repaired and ready for more punishment,
the 2009 Edinburgh trial. The trial starts at Tamworth motorway services on
the edge of the M42.
We head north towards the Peak District, the problem is we need to ride
slowly, if we arrive at the time check early it will be treated as a failed section.
As we get near to the time check there are bikes and cars parked on verges
and waiting in gateways. We arrive at the check point at our scheduled time.
The first section isn’t too difficult, we clean it without problem, it is now
4:35 am we have all been up since Friday morning so are already missing a
night’s sleep and are fairly tired.
The second section has a restart which is not too common for the sidecar
class and a route deviation. This is clearly explained by the start marshal,
nearing the top of the hill we stop in the restart box then are flagged away by
the marshal, we had no problem with the restart but “pilot error” caused us to
miss the deviation. Not Good
The sections keep coming, we plug away keeping to the prescribed route
along many narrow unmarked lanes and tracks.
We arrive at a bleak moorland section, the wind is blowing a gale across the
track, we are not allowed to pre-view any sections. This appears rocky from
what we can see!!
It was far more rocky, rough and strewn with boulders than we could have
imagined, it was also much longer than we initially realised so seemed to
prolong the agony even longer. We fought our way to the top, almost stopping
in an unavoidable hole. We reached the top clean with a smile, it reminds you
why you are here.
Next is our compulsory one hour break at the highest pub in the Peak
District,
The Bull i’th’ Thorn circa 1472, in Hurdlow near Buxton. Garry and Joe
partake in the cooked breakfast, I believe it is re-heated from 1472 ad. So I opt
for a Mars bar from the “Bread Bin” The pub car park is like a motor show
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from a by-gone era, parked there is a beautifully prepared Morgan 4/4 with a
driver that resembles Merlin, would you want to thrust this beauty up these
rocky tracks with very little ground clearance? Unfortunately the camera to
capture these moments, is back on the dining table in Black Notley.
After the break we set off for the second half, only 100 miles to the finish!
The wind has whipped up to gale force, no sensible motorcyclist would be
out in this – only us and another 100 bikes.
The following section has been used by The MCC for in excess of 50 years,
but this year it has been deemed a S.S.S.I. so we are required to “Drive By” to
avoid damage to flora and fauna.
Section 7 is a spectator friendly section, but due to the weather conditions
it doesn’t seem to have attracted many – I wonder why!! This is a good section
to view and ride, it is a long, rough and difficult climb, pleased to say we
cleaned another one.
The remaining six sections include three restarts and a special test. These
do not present any real problems, well not compared to the previous rocky
climbs.
The finish is back at The Bull i’th’ Thorn, we hand in our numbers and get
our time card signed off.
We finish two and a half hours late, Joe had a rear puncture at about
6:00am this took us about an hour to repair – not quite Formula 1 times but
the Constellation weighs the same as an F1 car! We had opted to start with a
late number to give us more daylight hours, but after the puncture we were
mingling with the cars, interesting and sociable but stuck in a few queues.
We are about 12 miles from Mark’s sister’s country pile, we head back to
the van that is parked there, we load up and enjoy a hearty (late/early)
breakfast she has prepared for us all. Our regular driver Dave Clark takes the
wheel and heads back to Braintree, Joe sleeps in the executive seat while Mark
and Garry intermittently doze in the front.
Our thanks go to Dave for driving once again, and to Joe for the use of the
van. The whole trip was a great experience made all the better by good results
and very good company. Joe achieved Best In Class Gold award, we got our
first “Gold” as the deviation we missed was poorly marked so missed by most,
and was removed from the results. 200 Trial miles and 340 travelling but well
worth it. A great event.
Roll on the Exeter Trial.

Mark and Garry

Light travels faster than sound. That is why some people appear bright until
you hear them speak.
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